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Hey Mister, IS this the train for the August Hols?
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Syllabus and diary update.(all ARG meetings at Milton House Hotel, Monifieth. (off Grange Road)

27th August Walk over part of the former Carmyllie Railway, weather
permitting. Telephone a few days before if interested. Jim Page

2-3 September 'Meigle Then and Now' Kinloch Hall, Meigle.
(We will contribute with a small railway display at
this exhibition. Anyone who can spare an hour or two
or can loan suitable material, please make contact.) Jim Page

10th September Railway sources in Dundee City Archive. Ian Flett

22-24 September Whit aboot August weekend 2000!

8th October

21-22 October

November

(Gala weekend at SVR)

For what it's worth! (an insight into the K&WVR) David Wilson

DMRC Railway and Hobby Extravaganza, Marryat Hall, Dundee.
The former model railway exhibition has been enlarged to includel2" to the foot
gauge and none railway subjects. The ARG again has a site booked and perhaps
we can make more of an effort this time and not just leave it all to Scott C.7)

No ARG meeting during November however, George Gall will give a Tayport
slide show which will have some railway content. No date arranged.

10th December Aspects of the Tay Bridge disaster. Bill Dow

14th January Scottish Signal-boxes. Ron Beatt

11th February Provisional. SRPS update.

11th March

8th April

Sandy Simpson.

AGM

To be announced

Deadline for Journal No 154. : 19th November (for issue on 10th December)



Editorial George Gall
With a new season nearly upon us, and a new syllabus put together, we hope most
members will attend and enjoy the meetings. I myself am putting together another public
slide viewing of Old Tayport, with hopefully a full house again.
We have come to the end of material for the Journal again!' So you know what I am
about to say - NO MATERIAL NO JOURNAL. Come on members let's get together
and keep the Journal going.(See Articles Wanted below)
I am happy to see Errol station finally sold, because some of our members had put a lot
of time and effort into restoring this building and I would not have liked to see the
building in a disused state for any length of time.
With the September hols not that far away I am personally looking forward to doing
some night photography. So, Jim - make an effort to stay out of the pubs through the day
and you might just be able to keep your tripod up!!

Whit Aboot the August Hols ?
Well, Bill Willison is organising it, so ... it's September!

The group's August trip this year is being held in September, from 22nd to 24th.
The Severn Valley Gala is the venue and the group is staying at the George Hotel,
Bewdley, where four twin rooms and one single room are reserved.
An eight seater Caravelle van is booked for the main group. John Beech shall be meeting
us sometime later in the afternoon.
The vehicle is being collected at 9am and hopefully we can head off as soon as possible.
I have checked with the Hotel manager and apparently 3 Cask ales are available in the
Hotel and plenty pubs are in or around the area.( I hope that's ok! Dode)
The Gala is considered to be one of the the best and we're sure to have a good time.
It's great to see Gary dragging himself away from 'her indoors' and the kids on his
busman's holiday. I find myself in a similar situation being given a free pass for the
weekend, so lets make the best of it.
Bill.

ARTICLES WANTED

No dear readers, it's not the small ads, simply a reminder that contributions to the Journal from
members old and new, are always welcome. For some time now, the content of the Journal has
stemmed from a relative minority of the group, together with pieces from 'guest' writers. Items
of interest from a wider range of the membership are desirable, if the publication is to maintain a
freshness of approach.
Suggested format is A4, preferred typeface 12pt Times New Roman, margins 20mm all round.
Articles should be ranged left, like this article. Send your articles to any of the editorial staff at
the addresses shown in this issue. (That said, if needs must, we still accept items written on the
back of a matchbox, beer mat, or similar piece of ephemera!).
A new membership list will be issued soon. If anyone out there has an e-mail address, please let
us know.
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Memories of 60's Tayport George Gall

As a young school boy I was very fortunate to live where I did. Fronting my parents house were
two harbours, the larger being built by the Edinburgh & Northern Railway Company in 1848.
At the back of the house was the railway line leaving Tayport with a fairly steep gradient,
approximately 1:80-70
My earliest memories of the railway was standing with my grandfather and sister on the back
steps and waving to the engine driver. The locomotives I always remember were grimy standard
tanks and they seemed to me to be always going bunker first. My grandfather knew most of the
drivers, so when the firemen whilst shoveling large lumps of coal, would leave some of them to
the side then, when the engine passed the back garden they would launch them out - usually
landing on my mother's roses.

One day my grandfather asked me "could I give him a hand"? He then presented me with a two-
handled fishing basket, then both of us climbed over the railway wall then started to walk up the
railway line out of Tayport heading in a westerly direction through the cuttings and up to about
one of the P/way huts on the otherside of the cuttings. You have probably guessed by now we
were collecting coal of the track. After filling the basket we walked back down towards our
house. My mother was working in the garden and happened to look over the railway wall, and
seeing the two of us shouted, "George ! - get yourself into the house ! - and I will have a word
with your grandfather !"Funny, we never went collecting coal again.
I was always interested in the comings and goings at the harbour. I was keen to see any foreign
ships berthed with timber the usual cargo. Sometimes I would get annoyed when I could not see
the ships because of the railway wagons blocking my view. So I remember crawling between the
wagons to get a better view.

All in all I enjoyed the railway being there, especially the mother, sister and I going to Dundee
by train. The mother, would give me money and I would run along the road and into the station
and look through the little bolee hole and asking for "one and two halfs cheap day returns"
.Another thing I remember doing and sometimes with my sister, was running to the top of the
nearby footbridge to wait for a steam train to come and yes, you know what comes next get,
covered in smoke, grime and water!
Mother mentioned she did the same on the same footbridge when she was a little girl, well !
must be something that runs in the family!

Once my school teacher asked me to collect a parcel at the station as I lived close by. I
remember standing in the booking office and looking around and seeing the gas lights and coal
fire and even as a young schoolboy I could recognise the place had a great atmosphere.
Thirty-five years on I was given a photograph of myself aged 11 standing at the level crossing
gates at the North Box while a steam engine passed. The engine, a B 1 (61292) Dundee engine
carrying a shed code (62b) I remember so well standing there and watching things go by; some
people may think it's a bit of a mis-spent youth, well if! was 11 again I would do the same
thing. My mother would tell me never to go near the wagons. But playing on them especially the
brake van with stove inside that could be lit was too enticeing.Well, boys being boys thats the
first place you would go, and going home filthy getting a good smacking and doing the same
thing the following day, well I was a bit of a slow learner!!
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Young people around Tayport nowadays say there is nothing to do. A different story in the 60s
ie. fishing, new shipping around the harbour, railway installation, including coal drop and
swapping the load tickets on the wagons. Even the older boys had use for the railway, the last
train in the evening would leave its coaches at the sidings and would be used for the first train
off in the morning. So, the boys would take their girl friends to the coaches which would be of
ex.LNER or BR. mk.l non- corridor stock, would be unlocked and persuade them in to see the
fine upholstery and decor - I think not!
Myself, I was in more simpler pleasure of life ie. placing pennies on the line. This would only
work if the train was coming into Tayport. The train would be freewheeling so no vibration on
the track. Yes people may think I was a sad person, or even make statements like" get a life" -
what the hell I was happy !

One day my grandfather was visiting his sister in Scone, did a bit of shopping in Perth and back
to Tayport. I was in the back garden to see him come back in the train and to wave to him; but
my grandfather had another one of his ideas, toss his parcels out the window as he passed. Not a
good idea, imagine a train traveling at 30mph? Well, the messages were strewn all over the
place, not the mothers roses again, yes! and sweetpeas, railway wall, footbridge and ground
fronting the old harbour.
Finally the grandfather arrived from the station, totally oblivious to what he had done. Funny,
this idea was never used again.

The finale of the railway was the summer of 1966 when the line was closed to make way for the
approach road to the new Tay Road Bridge.
I remember looking over the railway wall and seeing them lift the track. Being hot and sunny
over that period, the workmen drank plenty lemonade and empty bottles were left in and around
the track. Waiting till they went away, I then went around collecting them, hid them and using
two bottles at a time, walked to the corner shop at the harbour. Yes! you know me by now - I
traded them for - ie mo-jo's (four for a penny) lucky bags, sherbet dips, liquorice strips, the list is
endless. - I was lucky never to be rumbled over this little venture.

I will now have to close this riveting (?) story of myself, put my jacket on and go down to my
second home the Bell Rock Tavern at the harbour, for a well earned pint of Timothy Taylor's, a
fine Yorkshire ale. ------
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Wagons at the harbour circa 1965 Photo M. B. Smith



Between the Lines

Across The Years by Rail - William H MacLeod

In some ways a personal review of this book is almost superfluous as, for once, the blurb on the dust-
jacket is accurate: " The essential human element is never lost in this highly readable and lyrical book in
which the author recreates the characters of those who designed, built, drove and lovingly tended their
locomotives. It should be required reading for all railway enthusiasts, historians and laymen alike".

From the author's childhood memories of annual holidays spent in Tayport in the 30's and 40's and on
into the post-war period this is an accessible work, especially for the layman. Although written more or
less in a chronological fashion, each chapter is fairly self-contained and it is thus possible to dip into the
book wherever the reader may wish. The author does indeed possess a lyrical style, particularly evocative
when 'scene-setting'. Here he describes a childhood visit to Tayport station to witness the run-round
operation:

" ... The journey to the station, seated on my father s shoulders, on a winter s evening when the heavy
frost made his every footstep ring and each breath became instantaneously visible in the lamplit night. We
turned down the lane into Commonty Road and, on a sudden, before us appeared all the fascinating
splendour of a night-time Angus coastline - the unending series of twinkling lights, whose foremost were
reflected in the murky waters of the Tay and rose in tier after tier, all the way from Dundee City to
Broughty Castle and beyond ... " " ... there was the usual heightened excitement of the night: of the
locality in its unfamiliar, magical garb; the fear of a missed train. Down Dalgleish Street we went,
between venerable dwellings: the domiciles of seamen, mussel-dredgers, whalers and ferrymen from days
of old".

Across The years by Rail is published by The Pentland Press, price £17.00

Swift halves
The second in an occasional series on hostelries of interest

"I take it you're no playin' in the five-a-sides then?" ventured my bleery neighbour in the gents of the
Ceres Inn. I pondered whether the young lad was seriously myopic or the local team were really that
desperate. Whilst I have been known to frighten the horses by exposing the peely-wally shins to daylight
and cycling to this rural gem of a pub, the only dribblin' I might experience is more likely to do with the
choice ale served in this particular oasis.
The inn at the delightful village of Ceres has long been a favourite of mine and even Dod has been known
to partake of a pot or two without too much protest. Over the years it has become a fixture on return
journeys from the K.&W.V.Rly. A single bar with high-backed settles, lots of copper and brass bric-a-
brae, hill walking and climbing ephemera and most importantly two regularly changing cask ales on
handpumps. Given the total absence of loud music and fruit machines, I can even tolerate the pool table.
The inn also offers a delightful beer garden and a restaurant which I understand provides traditional high
teas on Sundays.
One cautionary note - the owner tends to close the premises in the afternoons, excepting in my
experience two occasions; the 24th June when this normally tranquil village is transformed by the annual
Ceres Highland Games and visited by the entire population of NE Fife; and secondly when the local five-
a-sides take place. Which perhaps goes some way to explaining the opening remark of this article ...

Auld Toper



Yer Lichties Oot Bob Barnes

Having been informed several times that my lichties oot ! - the light in question was the down road
starting signal at ray Bridge South signal box,
It was a wild stormy night, a force eight gale from the west was causing problems on the bridge!
The bridge watchman had reported he had cleared two wagon sheets, a fortyfive gallon oil drum and
three scaffolding boards from the up road that was the watchmans responsibility to see that the line was
cleared and there was no danger to passing traffic he assured me that the items had been secured, and all
was well; the incident being noted in the train register book and reported to Edinburgh control.
My main concern was the down starting signal lamp being out and me having to leave the warm cosy
box and inform drivers to approach the signal under a caution and make sure the ann was still in the off
position,
Having tried several times to get the lamp man out, having been informed the lamp man was busy
eleswhere I decided I would do the job my self!
From the oil shed I picked up a lamp that had been filled with paraffin and wick trimmed, lit the lamp
and proceed out onto the bridge; this is when I realisedjust how strong the wind was! - I was having
second thoughts about this fool- hardy mission,
When I arrived at the signal and started up the ladder with the wind and rain trying to dislodge me from
my precarious position, ninety feet above the river, I decided to use a method I learned when I was on
the trawlers sailing from Aberdeen, one hand for the ship the other to ensure my safety !
Having readied the signal arm and was about to replace the lamp, the Gremlins decided to assist me the
lamp went out! no-way was I going to attempt the re-light of the lamp bearing in mind the position I
was in ! - I threw the lamp into the river! and down the ladder I went using both hands, - to hell with
one hand for the job and one hand for safety !
When I arrived back at the signal box I noticeded the lampman coming out of the oil shed with a lit
signal lamp in his hand, he came into the box and complained that there was a signal lamp missing
from the rack! - I could have told him where it was!
I agreed with him when he mentioned there were some theiving B-------rs about!!

Minister urges Executive
to work out rail deal

THE SCOTTISH Executive
was urged last night to
thrash out a deal to reopen
an economically important
rail link, writes Steve
Bargeton, political editor.

Shadow transport minis-
ter Kenny MacAskill said it
was time for transport min-
ister Sarah Boyack to be-
come pro-active to secure
the reopening' of the
Stirling-Alloa-Dunfermline
line.

"We have had seven stud-
ies and reports' and we still
don't have a Stirling-Alloa-
Dunfermline rail line, it is
appalling," said Mr
MacAskill.

"The communities in
these areas want it, the
freight companies want it,
the people of Scotland want
it as does the rail industry.

"What we· need is an
Executive that will take
action. I want to see Sarah
Boyack get round the table
with the interested parties
and get this vital

line delivered," he added.
Mr MacAskill said the

line could breathe new
economic life along the
Stirling-Alloa -Dunfermine
axis and could tie in with
plans for a Euro terminal at
Rosyth.

The new rail link also
raises the opportunity to
switch freight bound for
Longannet away from the
Forth Rail Bridge.

Railtrack say they are
committed to reopening the
line for freight, and do not
rule out the possibility of
upgrading the track to take
passenger traffic at a later
date.

."We have done the stud-
ies and there is scope for
freight business," said a
spokesman.

"We also recognise the
strategic value of this line
which would give access to
south and central Fife by
more than one route.

"If anything went wrong

with the Forth Rail bridge, a freight facilities grant.
you would have to go up to Although the local au-
Perth to get back down to th iti d thFife. There is also the on ies an 0 er groups

are keen to see the lineprospect of the Europort at
Rosyth bringing new bus i- opened up for freight and
ness," said the spokesman. passenger use, Railtrack

Railtrack estimate the will commit to freight only.
cost of the line to be around "We are fully committed
£10 million, certainly not to the project on freight.
more than £12 million and- Once the line is re-estab-
say the project could be lished there is nothing to
completed in 18 months. suggest it could not be up-

They have applied to the graded for passengers," said
Scottish Executive for the spokesman.



Eleven Waggons submerged Alistair Nisbet

So ran the headline in the Fifeshire Journal for Thursday December 22nd 1864.

At about three am on Wednesday of the previous week (ie the 14th) the train ferry,
which at that time was running night and day to keep up with the weight of traffic on
offer, had been hauled close to "the girders" (ie the movable ramp to the ferry) for
loading. It was high tide at the time and so the girders required to be lowered very
little to be level with the deck of the steamer. Some wagons were then let down onto
the tracks on one side of the ship and another eleven or twelve wagons were
attached to the rope for subsequent lowering onto the deck. They had not travelled
more than a few feet when a loud and tremendous crash was heard.

Because the night was as dark as pitch those present felt that the mishap might be.
worse than it really was and it was some time before it could be established that
there had been no loss of life or injury. Eventually lights were obtained and it was
seen that there was great confusion. The large derricks which were fixed along
each side of the girders for supports were lying in the water along with the wagons.
One derrick was broken and the other was knocked from its socket. The wagons
had all been pitched into the water but none were damaged.

The newspaper surmised that some of the coupling chains had snapped and allowed
the wagons to descend the ramp on the shore at a rapid rate - it believed the incline
to be of three or four feet but does not say whether this was a distance or a measure
of steepness. If the latter it does conflict with the statement that the ramp was
lowered only a little. The reporter believed that there must have been much force in
their travel for the "strong couplings ... that bind the vessel and the girders were
severed from each other and the steamer cast adrift".

Everything was done "to put things into as orderly a condition as circumstances
would permit "and as soon as daylight dawned a large number of men were in
readiness to commence work and clear away the wreck. It was thought that the
quickest plan would be to empty the coals, which were what the wagons were
carrying, with the exception of two or three onto the jetty because they could then be
recovered at low tide.

The men's efforts were initially directed to a large covered van full of all manner of
goods in order to remove them with as little damage by water as possible. Several
large boxes of goods had been wrapped in mats and the reporter understood these
to contain cutlery from Sheffield.

By the Thursday night almost everything had been put to right. Of course much time
was lost as nothing could be transferred to or from the ferry unless the girders were
quite secure. The machinery was fully repaired by seven o'clock on the following
Tuesday evening and all the wagons had by that time been recovered from the
water. The damage was said to be trifling but would have been less still had the
wagons not been loaded with coals.

Some pieces of furniture and a quantity of hardware goods were in the covered van
but they were only slightly injured. All were recovered without the assistance of the
diver, George Watson, and by eight o'clock on the evening of the 13th everything was
in readiness for the steamer which has since then continued to cross and re-cross
the river.



The Dundee And Newtyle Railway a journey on the railway 1846 Robert Somers

At Dundee, I took my seat on the Newtyle Railroad,which is a curiosity in its way. Like
the public roads some two centuries ago, this railway is remarkable for avoiding the
hollows, and climbing over the tops of the hills. The trains are swumg, by means of fixed
engines, from one height to another, in the most playful fashion imaginable; and on
reaching the top of one of these ascents, where you might expect to breathe a little more
freely, you are suddenly jerked round a corner into a tunnel of the tightest fit, the smoke
and darkness of which realise to the flurried imagination the terrors of Tartarus. It is with
sincere thankfulness you find yourself safely landed at Newtyle, though here I was
doomed to meet with a disappointment.

The guidebooks - with the publishers of which the railway companies ought, for the
sake of their customers, to cherish the most friendly intimacy - had led me to expect that
"passenger carriages run right through between Coupar Angus and Dundee with all the
trains." This I believe had been the rule until a few days before, when the directors
resolved that passengers should be carried no farther than Newtyle; and, as if to make
the inconvenience greater, they send off their afternoon train from Dundee fifteen
minutes exactly before the arrival of the passengers who leave Edinburgh at half-past ten
a.m. and who consequently find it impossible to catch the Blairgowrie omnibus, which
leaves Newtyle at four o'clock p.m.

These unexpected arrangements prevented me from reaching Blairgowrie on Wednesday
night. A little concert between the directors of railways communicating with each other,
and a little more painstaking and expense in advertising changes in the hours of arrival
and departure of trains, would do away with many absurd misarrangements, and prevent
an immense deal of disappointment to passengers.

Not a lot of People Know This ...

Tayport Harbour is 150 years old next year. Built by the Edinburgh & Northern Railway
Company, work started around 1846 and completed in 1851. Work was delayed about
one and a half years due to a coffer dam collapsing, probably at the north wall.
From 1848 railway passengers and freight were ferried from the old harbour, then sailed
directly to Dundee.

Well worth a look ...
A photographic exhibition titled Men and Locomotives - Death of a station, from Dundee
City in transition 1964-66 by Joseph Mckenzie. Held at the McManus galleries, Albert
Street, Dundee. Ends 3rd September.
Open Mon-Sat 10-30am - 5pm
Late Thurs 10-30am - 7pm
Sun 12-30pm - 4pm
Admission Free.



"Glimpse" From past years

B.R.Standard 4 80123 passes Tayport North Signal Box July 1964 photo A F Nisbet

Go-ahead for station facelift
The long-awaited restoration of Broughty Ferry's category A listed railway station and associated
timber structures was given the go-ahead at last meeting of Dundee City Council's development quality
committee when members agreed unanimously to a programme of works.
Railtrack had submitted two applications for consideration which involve the creation of covered
enclosures over both platforms, glazed roofs and the installation of a new access ramp.
These works will be carried out as part of the wider proposals for the relocation of timber buildings and
refurbishment of the stone buildings on the south platform.
While the restoration work is being carried out, the wooden signalbox, cabman's shelter and footbridge-
features that make Broughty Ferry railway station a rare survivor of an earlier age-will be dismantled
and stored before being returned to there former glory.


